Abstract
Introduction
With the recent development of depth sensing devices and algorithms, 3D point clouds are more accessible to researchers. Integrating multi-modal 3D data under different noise, occlusion, outliers from multiple sensors or paths into a unified coordinate system robustly and accurately has become a core technique for various fields, such as 3D computer vision, reverse engineering, dimensional analysis, 3D modeling, robotics, virtual & augmented reality.
In real environments, noisy, incomplete, sometimes even wrong data affects previous registration algorithms [1, 2, 3, 4] because of their underlying prior assumptions. Because of this, researchers have been investigating how to estimate the uncertainty of the acquired data for different sensors, such as the Kinect sensor [5] , the time of flight sensor [6] , the structure from motion sensor [7] , the stereo vision sensor [8] . These suggest using resulting noise models for each point to represent their individual occurrence probability in 3D space. Thus, developing a new and robust rigid point cloud registration system that can exploit these error models has become a must.
In this paper, registering two point clouds is framed as maximizing the probability of the alignment of two adaptive Gaussian mixture models. As we know, no one has used it in the rigid point registration before. We will demonstrate that this approach is more robust and accurate compared with previous algorithms. The proposed dual adaptive GMMs (Gaussian Mixture Models) alignment can be optimized efficiently by the EM algorithm [9] . A new empirical approximation will be proposed to reduce the amount of calculation drastically.
The rest of this paper will be organized as the following. In Section 2, key previous registration algorithms will be reviewed briefly and also recent advances of the methods for estimating the uncertainty of the acquired data from different sensors. In Section 3, the rigid point registration theory is presented. In Section 4, 2D and 3D models from different scenes have been utilized to test the robustness and accuracy of our system in comparison with other key algorithms.
Key contributions: The key contributions of this paper are: 1) a new robust registration estimation algorithm based on maximizing probability over two probabilistic point clouds, 2) incorporating real 3D data covariance into the model, and 3) a novel approximation to the optimization step that greatly reduces computational complexity.
Literature review
In 1992, Besl and McKay [1] first introduced the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm to compute the rigid transformation between two point clouds by minimizing the Euclidean distance between the correponding points. Considering the probability distribution of each point, Segal et al. proposed Generalized-ICP [2] in 2009, which used the square Mahalanobis distance in essence to be the energy function and was based on correpondence searching using the same architecture with the standard ICP. There are many variants based on standard ICP such as different optimization (e.g. point-to-plane distance [10] ) and so on.
Unlike ICP which regards the correspondence as binary, Robust Point Matching (e.g. Gold et al. [3] ) utilizes soft correspondence, where the correpondence will range from zero to one although at the end they will converge to 1 or 0. In 2010, Myronenko and Song [4] proposed to treat one point cloud as a Gaussian mixture model and the other as the data points. Then they solve for the transformation that maximizes the probablity of the data points rather than the distance between correpondences. However, their Coherent Point Drift (CPD) algorithm assumed isotropic covariance for all the Gaussian functions, which does not accurately represent real 3D environments. There are many CPD variants as well, such as [11] . It chooses the optimal weight for the noise automatically in comparision to the original where the noise weight is manualy selected.
With the development of different depth sensors, more effective uncertainty estimation methods for various sensors have been designed. In 2012, Nguyen et al. [5] used distance and angle between the Kinect sensor and observed surface to estimate both axial and lateral noise distributions. In 2013, Engel et al. [7] used the geometric disparity error and photometric disparity error for the structure from motion sensor to estimate 3D point error. In 2015, Dal Mutto et al. [6] estimated the likelihood for the ToF (Time of Flight) sensor based on the physical properties of the sensor (eg: the IR frequency). In 2016, Marin et al. [8] developed an empirical uncertainty model for the stereo vision sensor based on the relationship between local cost and global cost.
In summary, there are previously developed methods for both robust rigid point cloud registeration and modeling the estimation error of the points in a 3D point cloud. This paper improves registration accuracy and robustness using an approach that combines these two themes.
Methodology The definition of adaptive GMM
The Gaussian function of the point predicts the probablity that appears at the position in its own coordinate system. Based on Gaussian weights around each point, we will define a probability-like function that not only depends on the distribution of the point (represented by isotropic or anisotropic covariance) but also whether a possible corresponding point in the other point cloud is nearby. We model the presence of a corresponding point by a weight function , that has significant value only when the corresponding point is near the poistion . A similar definition holds for the weight function , .
In the analysis below, we assume that the Y point cloud has been already transformed from the initial point cloud by rotation R and translation t (which then become the domain for the optimization of the evaluation function). The product represents , appearing at the same position in the same coordinate system. Thus, it encodes the underlying prior knowledge, that is, , are possible corresponding points from two point clouds. In another word, any two points from fixed and moving point cloud can be the corresponding pair in our system and its likelihood should depend on the probability that , appear at the same position . It is obviously different from the ICP series [1, 2, 10] , where the correspondence is binary.
Based on the previous analysis, we will design the adaptive GMM as follows, which we claim will achieve more accurate and robust estimation of the translation and rotation.
We define GMMs as:
Where:
denotes the GMM from the fixed point cloud X and 
The description of our model
By convolving the two adaptive GMMs and maximizing the marginal probability, we solve for a more accurate and robust solution for rigid point cloud matching. We now formulate the optimization over rotation R and translation t as an EM-like process. First, an energy function is defined as the following (where integrates over all the domain of the point clouds):
Where P is the probability that there is an point at the position . It should be equal to the sum of the probability that all the possible correspoding pairs appear at the position .
It represents the probablity that , appears in the same position .
Equation (1) can be rewritten as:
We maximize this energy function to get the estimated rotation and translation. That is equal to minimizing its negative.
We adopt the EM algorithm [9, 14] to solve for R, t. Its main idea is: guess "old" values of the parameters firstly and calculate a posteriori probablity , | using Bayes' theorem then, which corresponds to expectation stage. After that, minimize the expectation of the negative log-likelihood function [14] to find the "new" parameters, which corresponds to maximization stage. Thus, we get:
Neglecting the constant term and using , we simplify the target function:
As we will justify below, there is no real benefit to integrate in the whole 2D or 3D space, because the values of the Gaussian functions are only significant at the data points themselves. Thus we need only evaluate each term ， , Mal ， , essentially only at the positions of and , which will reduce the time complexity to Ο MN .
From another perspective, we want to minimize the energy function (5), if , are corresponding points in the real situation, after our algorithm has converged, their Mahalanobis distance will be very small at and compared with the rest of the integration domain. If they are not the corresponding points, when or the Mahalanobis distance of the non-corresponding points becomes much bigger than the corresponding pairs. Thus we approximate the domain of the integral only using the positions of , .
Applying this simplification, the energy function becomes:
Expand the last sum and unite like terms:
We then minimize Equation (5) over the rotation R and translation t domain, using interior point optimization [15] .
Additionally, we use the average minimum distance σ between two point clouds to control the covariance of Y point cloud in each iteration. We summarize our algorithm in the following diagram Fig. 2 .
, denotes the minimum distance between point and point cloud X. 
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Experiments
We implement our algorithm using matlab and Cuda C++. We run our algorithm on laptop Alienware 17, with Intel Core i7-7820HK processor (quad-core, 8MB cache, overclocking up to 4.4GHZ) and Nvidia Geforce GTX 1080 with 8GB GDDR5X. To test the accuracy and robustness of our algorithm, we divided all the experiments into two categories: 2D and 3D. On each part, our proposed method will be compared with coherent point drift [4] 1 , point-toplane ICP [10] using code from [12] 2 , Generalized-ICP [2] 3 (only for 3D part). We tested the 2D part algorithm using the Gatorbait_100 database 4 , using 100 fish with different shapes. The Stanford 3D Scanning Repository 5 and Trimbot2020 dataset 6 have been used for 100 3D models from multiple views of various objects and scenes in the real world. After that, a demonstration combining multiple kinect sensors' covariance estimation has been conducted to show the approach works much better in real surroundings compared with the other algorithms.
Experiment process
To synthesize the two point clouds to register, we randomly choose a model from the datasets above for two point clouds firstly. Then a different random long segment or a big patch of both models will be removed completely to simulate occlusion. After that, the two occluded models will be sampled differently to get their own point cloud respectively, which simulates the resolution of different sensors in real scenarios. Also, anisotropic Gaussian noise with random standard deviations and zero mean has been added to each point to simulate the complex noise in real environments resulting from known and unknown factors. Next, outliers have been added into the both point clouds to simulate noise points acquired by the sensors. Finally, an initial rigid transformation is applied to the moving point cloud.
All the experiments in either 2D or 3D are divided into four groups given 4 influence factors or variables: noise, outliers, occlusion, and initial rotation. In each group of experiments, one controlled variable will be changed and the values of the other variables will be picked randomly. The experiment has been conducted for 6 times at each controlled value, with a random shape and perturbation each time. We always prealign the two point clouds to zero mean and normalize them using the same scaling factor to make them robust to different rigid transformations. The covariance for each point will change with the rotation and the average minimum interval of all the points in the two point clouds in each iteration, which will make the whole system not easy to get to the local minimum.
We use the measure [13] to estimate the quality of the registration, where , are the ground truth and estimated rotation matrix respectively and ‖•‖ is the Frobenius norm. We randomly extract about 100 points from each initial image as the 2D point cloud model. Fig 3 shows 6 examples with completely different shapes from the 100 images used to test the robustness to shape. Fig 4 illustrates the effect from the various factors which will be explored to assess the performance of the algorithm. In all 2D experiments, the sampling rate is set to 90% and 85% for fixed and moving point cloud, respectively. The remaining distribution factors are drawn from the uniform distribution from the Table 1 when they are not the controlled variable. When the rotation is the controlled variable, it will range from [-60, 60] degree and the step is equal to 8 degrees. Fig  6 shows the estimated error (standard deviation) with the change of the initial rotation. It is obvious that from [-36, 44] degrees our method is more accurate (closer to ground truth) and robust (smaller standard deviation) compared with coherent point drift and point-to-plane ICP. Beyond -36 or 44 degrees, our algorithm finds local minimum and breaks down. When noise level is the controlled variable, it will range from [0.01, 0.60] and its step is equal to 0.06. From Fig 7, we see with the increase of the noise level, our error increases slightly and is still very accurate and robust compared with CPD because the variances of all the noise on each axis have been stored in the covariances, which will be used by our system to estimate the error for each point. When the number of outliers is the controlled variable, it ranges from [10, 200] (that is, from 10% to 200%) and the step is 20. We let the covariance for outliers be very big in both 2D and 3D part to represent they have a very low certainty. By doing that, the outliers will be filtered by our sysytem automatically. So, our experiment result looks much better than the comparison algorithms, see When occlusion is the controlled variable, it ranges from [0, 0.3] (from 0 to 30%) and the step size is equal to 0.03. The random occlusion part affects our model a lot when the occlusion rate is bigger than 15% because the missing long segments make it easy to converge to local minima, see In 2D part, we have tried 282 trials and the total time for each algorithm is listed in table 2. Point-to-Plane ICP used the minimum time mainly because it droped in the local minimum at first. 
Experiemnt results on 2D part
Experiment results on 3D part
From the Stanford 3D Scanning Repository and Trimbot2020 datasets 100 models were used, each with approximately 1000 points, from various views of different objects and scene. Fig. 10 shows 6 examples of the models used to compare algorithms. As with the 2D experiments, we apply different effects. Fig. 11 shows examples of the effects. In the four experiments below (ranging over rotation, noise, outliers, and occlusion), one controlled variable will vary and the other three variables will be chosen randomly. The experiment consists of 6 trials of each setting, where both the model and perturbation are chosen randomly. Table 3 gives specific information about the parameters: [-60,60] , with an 8-degree step. In the experiements, the specific rotation angle around each axis is chosen as 0 or the initial rotation angle value randomly. Fig 13 shows the performance with the change of initial rotation angle value.
Beyond -44 or 36 degrees, our algorithm breaks down but within [-44,36 ] degrees, our algorithm is much more stable and accurate compared with the other algorithms. When occlusion rate is the controlled variable, it is chosen from [0,0.3] (from 0 to 30%), with a step equal to 0.03. Fig. 16 shows that within 15%, the proposed algorithm performs very well. If the occlusion exceeds 15%, the algorithm converges to a local minimum. In 3D part, we have tried 282 trials and the total time for each algorithm in 3D part listed in table 4. 
Real data from multiple Kinect Sensors
One obvious difference between our algorithm and the previous methods is that we require the covariance of each point as input. There are many 3D point covariance estimation methods [eg: 5, 6, 7, 8] for different kinds of sensors.
Based on the concept in [5] we propose a simple but general covariance estimation method for Kinect sensors. The uncertainty of each valid 3D point acquired by the Kinect sensor will depend on the depth value d and the angle between the camera and the normal of the surface.
U α, d exp 1 cos d (6) Equation (6) shows that, with the increase of the depth d and angle , the uncertainty U of the corresponding 3D point will increase. We get 1.6658 and 0.2776 by letting U , 0 U 0,3 2.2. The number 2.2 is set manually and the algorithm works well if that number is in the range [1, 10] (known by our experiements). Then we multiplied the uncertainty and the identity matrix to estimate the covariance for each point. We tested our algorithm using data from two fixed kinect sensors. The ground truth of the rotation between the two kinect sensors is known by calibration. Fig. 17 (a) (b) show the scene before and after registration using our algorithm. Fig. 17 (c) adds the color texture information into the two registered point clouds. In the experiment, the two point clouds acquired by the two kinect sensors have been downsampled to 3139 and 4029 points using the Grid average method. Then we provided the same initial rotation to the four algorithms. After all the algorithms have converged, the estimated error of our algorithm is lowest (0.1202), see 
Conclusion
The proposed robust rigid point registration algorithm is based on convolution of adaptive Gaussian mixuture models. It provides a new architecture for accurate and robust rigid point matching. Considering the vast computation requirement, we used an approximation to reduce the time complexity from MN M N to MN . In the 2D experiments, we also explored a range of point densities, but did not find any obvious evidence to show the proposed algorithm will be sensitive to the density of the data. All the experiments in section 4 show that the proposed method is very robust and accurate and works well. The obvious difference between our algorithm and the previous ones is that it needs covariances at each point as input, which requires error models of how to estimate the real covariance for each kind of sensor. The code for the proposed algorithm can be downloaded from:
https://github.com/Canpu999/Robust-Rigid-Point-Registration.
